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REFER TO THE DRIVE SYSTEM INSTRUCTIONS AND ELEMENTARY DIAGRAMS FOR DESCRIPTIONS, ADJUSTMENTS AND ON—CARD JUMPER CONNECTIONS.

These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment nor to provide for every possible contingency to be met in connection with installation, operation or maintenance. Should further information be desired or should particular problems arise which are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser's purposes, the matter should be referred to General Electric Company.
ANTI-PLUGGING RELAY PANEL

General

The anti-plugging relay, APR, is normally used in conjunction with dynamic braking and/or contactor reversing of a motor armature to assure that the dynamic braking contactor and/or armature reversing contactors interrupt only low voltage and current.

The APR relay panel assembly containing the APR relay and its electronic control, APC, is normally mounted in the modification module, MDM. The APC is a printed circuit assembly which is mounted on the APR panel.

Function

The APR relay will be energized (picked up) while the drive is operating. After a STOP command is initiated the APR relay will de-energize (drop out) when the motor armature voltage is reduced to a preset low level. The APR relay contacts are connected in the magnetic control circuits to permit operation of the armature reversing contactors and/or re-starting of the drive only with the APR relay de-energized.

The drop out level of the APR relay is adjustable from 8% to 40% of rated armature voltage by the APR potentiometer on the APC card. Normally, the APR potentiometer should be turned fully CCW for a minimum drop out level.

Description of Operation

The APR relay is controlled by the MAC, CEMF and DP2 signals.

The MAC and CEMF signals are generated on the main control card, MCC, while the DP2 signal is generated on the diagnostic card, DGC.

When a START command is initiated the MAC signal changes from zero to –20V. After a time delay of about 25 milliseconds the TPA test point voltage on the APC card will switch negative to energize the APR relay.

The CEMF signal is proportional to the motor speed and will change from zero to –5V as the motor armature voltage increases from zero to rated voltage. While the motor is running the CEMF signal will latch in the APR relay.

When a STOP command is initiated the MAC signal will return to zero voltage, but the APR relay will be kept energized by the CEMF signal. When the CEMF signal level is reduced to the reference level set by the APR potentiometer the TPA voltage again switches positive and the APR relay drops out.

If the diagnostic option is used, the DP2 signal switches positive in the DIAG. STATIC mode to pick up the APR relay.

NOTE

DO NOT SET THE APR POTENTIOMETER PAST MID-POSITION